Rich Ideas

Commercial and Investment Real Estate
Happy New Year!
Happy New Year everyone! And best wishes for another
successful year in 2019. So what are your New Year’s
resolutions? Lose weight? Eat healthier? Ok, after all
that good stuff, consider some of these “Do’s and
Dont’s” for 2019….
DO: Consider real estate as part of your portfolio. The
stock market is at an all time high and very volatile. Up
1,000 points one day, down 500 the next. Perhaps it is
time to consider to take some stock market profits for
something slow and steady. Perhaps a nice 8 unit
apartment building!
DO: Do your research and know your market. Know
your numbers. Know your comps and know your
budget. And remember, sellers are NOT going to hold
second mortgages!
DON’T: Don’t invest without a plan. Your plan should
include what type of property you desire? Price range.
Condition. Location. Tenant type. Bedrooms per unit.
Price Per square foot guidelines. And understand what a
Gross Rent Multiple is and make sure a maximum
multiple is a requirement of your purchase.
DO: Analyze your numbers. Generally you will get an
incomplete list of expenses from a seller. Understand
and know what the market expenses are. Many
experienced investors may know the expenses before
they are provided. Make sure you have accounted for
5% vacancy even if the property is “always full”. Make
sure you have accounted for 10% management fee even
“If I am going to manage it myself”. And make sure you
have accounted for 5% repair allowance. Analyze the
data carefully. Know the market rents. If your building is
rented below market, then you have an opportunity to
add value to this property. This could be reflected in
your offer. If the metrics do not make sense at asking
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price then make your best offer with your analysis as
back up. Sellers dislike lowball offers. But lower than
asking offers with BACKUP is disliked “slightly less”.
DON’T: Don’t be paralyzed by your analysis. “Analysis
Paralysis” is a very common reason for some investors
to lose out on a property. And it tends to happen to those
that do not know their numbers in the first place. It is
difficult to analyze a property if you do not know the
difference between a good metric and a bad metric.
KNOW THE DIFFERENCE!
DO: Discuss your potential investment with your
banker. Begin the process of providing documentation to
your bank so the loan process is simple and stress free.
Discuss with your banker the terms of a potential
mortgage with regard to rate, term, amortization period,
down payment and interest rate. Plug your bankers
discussion points into your numbers to see what makes
sense for your potential search.
DO: Take it seriously. This is not a game. The
inexperienced sometimes lose thousands of dollars for
their mistakes. Keep mistakes to a minimum. Zero if
possible!!
DON’T: Don’t gamble or speculate. Go to Vegas for
that. Do not stretch your parameters with “I can raise
rents in 2 years” Or “It will be worth a lot more when it
is filled” Or “Once I get the deferred maintenance taken
care of…”. If it does not meet your metrics, then move
on. Be patient. Don't gamble or take unnecessary risks.
DO: Find a great Commercial broker to work with to
help guide you though the process. You may think you
know it all but even an inexperienced broker will have
closed more deals than you have. Imagine what an
experienced broker can bring to the table!

Fix it!
Most investors will order an engineers inspection
after they get to an accepted contract offer. Prior to this, it is
likely that the buyer and his/her broker would have toured
the property. They should have noticed, if they were not
told, that the roof is near end of life. And that the furnaces
are nearing the end of their life too.
Perhaps these items were priced into the asking
price. But if not, an offer can be negotiated at a much
lower price to take into account those items. Then to make
sure, an inspection will be ordered to see if there are
potentially other items.
And there will be “other items”. Rochester has one
of the oldest housing stocks in the country. Many
buildings are 100 years old or more. No building can
withstand the scrutiny of an engineer wanting everything
to be new. If you wanted a brand new property, then
perhaps your offer should be several hundred thousand
more than it is.
The final report may reveal many “small
items”needing attention, items commonly found in a 100
year old building. The report also will indicate the roof
and furnace are old, something disclosed already but many
buyers still ask for a credit.
You should know the market. You have already
negotiated an accepted offer. There should be no surprises
in the report. The post engineer inspection period does not
mean a new round of price negotiations!

What will continue in 2019:
• What the seller paid for a property will continue to be
irrelevant to that property’s current value.
• The owners’ reasons to sell will continue to have zero
impact on the value of the offered property.
• Owners will continue to be against holding paper.
• Private sales will continue to outnumber MLS sales.
• 1031 buyers will dominate the buyer pool.

What will NOT continue in 2019
•
•
•
•
•

Sales in the 7 cap range and below. Caps are going up.
4% mortgages . Rates are increasing too.
Lack of inventory.
Packaged property sales.
Cash flow will not be the primary benefit or reason for
buyers to purchase. Quality of the investment will
become most important
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